OUTLINE

THESIS OF THE ESSAY:
(topic of essay + your opinion about that topic)

I SECTION ONE: __________
(topic of first section)
A. __________
(point)
  1. __________
(supporting detail)
  2. __________
(supporting detail)
B. __________
  1. __________
  2. __________
C. __________
  1. __________
  2. __________

II SECTION TWO: __________
A. __________
  1. __________
  2. __________
B. __________
  1. __________
  2. __________
  3. __________

What do you want the reader to think, see, feel or believe after reading section one?

What do you want the reader to think, see, feel or believe after reading section two?

What do you want the reader to think, see, feel or believe after reading your essay?

Use the beginning of the outline above as an example to create your own, which will include all the sections of your planned essay.
What will you use to open your essay?

What will you do in this section?

What will you do in this section?

What will you do in this section?

Use the beginning of the diagram above as an example. Continue creating one that includes all the sections of your essay.